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Abstract—Given a set of lists, where items of each list are
sorted by the ascending order of their values, the objective of
this paper is to figure out the common items that appear in
all of the lists efficiently. This problem is sometimes known
as common items extraction from sorted lists. To solve this
problem, one common approach is to scan all items of all
lists sequentially in parallel until one of the lists is exhausted.
However, we observe that if the overlap of items across all lists
is not high, such sequential access approach can be significantly
improved. In this paper, we propose two algorithms, MergeSkip
and MergeESkip, to solve this problem by taking the idea of
skipping as many items of lists as possible. As a result, a large
number of comparisons among items can be saved, and hence
the efficiency can be improved. We conduct extensive analysis of
our proposed algorithms on one real dataset and two synthetic
datasets with different data distributions. We report all our
findings in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a set of sorted lists, where items of each list are
sorted by the ascending order of their values, our objective is
to figure out common items that appear in all of the sorted
lists efficiently. This problem is sometimes known as common
items extraction from sorted lists.

Common items extraction from sorted lists is a classical
problem in computer science and has a wide range of appli-
cations in many different disciplines [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], such as:

• Joins using sorted indexes Assuming that we have n
relations R1(X,Y1), . . ., Rn(X,Yn) with indexes on X
for all relations, we want to compute R1(X,Y1) �� . . . ��
Rn(X,Yn). Notice that each item of the indexes is an
X-value and indexes on X for all relations have been
sorted. We then figure out the common items that appear
in all indexes for join operation.

• Information Retrieval Assuming there exist a collection
of documents and a query, our objective is to extract a
set of documents, each of which contains all words in the
query. In order to figure out the documents efficiently,
we will always create a set of inverted lists first. Each
inverted list represents the documents that contain a
specific word. It usually contains a set of document ID’s
sorted in ascending order. Based on these inverted lists,
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Fig. 1. An example

we can obtain the required documents by figuring out
the common ID’s of those inverted lists that represent
the words in the query.

Example 1: Suppose there exist four ordered lists, shown
in Figure 1. According to the algorithm described in [1], in
order to obtain the common items of the lists, we start with
the first items of the lists, which are 2, 3, 80, 5. If the current
items are equal, then we know that the current item is one
of the common items. Otherwise, we select the item with the
minimum value and move to its next item. We repeat doing
this judgement, selection and move until any of the lists is
exhausted. Finally, the common item is 100.

As described in Example 1, each items of the lists needs to
be accessed once before we finish scanning any of the lists.
Moreover, comparisons among items of lists are required in
order to obtain the items with the minimum value at each step.
Actually, from Figure 1, we can observe that the maximum
value of the first items of these lists is 80, from the third list.
Clearly, items of the other lists, with values less than 80 cannot
belong to the common items. As a result, we move to the first
items of the other lists, with values greater than or equal to 80
instead of scanning items of lists one by one. Such strategy
can be applied at each selection. As a result, performance can
be of great improved if a large number of items are skipped
such that comparisons among items of the lists can be saved.

To sum up, we make the following contributions:
• We propose two algorithms, MergeSkip and MergeESkip,

to extract the common items from a set of sorted lists. For
MergeSkip, it skips the items which are obvious not in
the common items. For MergeESkip, we further improve
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TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS

Symbol Definition
L a set of sorted lists, L = {L1, . . . , L|L|}
|L| the number of lists in L
Li a sorted list, 1 ≤ i ≤ |L|
|Li| the number of items of Li

Li[j] the item in position j of list Li, 1 ≤ j ≤ |Li|

the performance of MergeSkip by skipping as many items
of each list as possible;

• We conduct extensive experimental evaluation of our
proposed algorithms on one real dataset and two synthetic
datasets. The synthetic datasets are generated with differ-
ent data distributions. The experimental results demon-
strate the efficiency of our proposed algorithms.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Let L be a set of lists. We use |L| to denote the number
of lists and Li to denote the ith list in L, where 1 ≤ i ≤ |L|.
Given a list Li, we use Li[j] to denote the item in position j of
list Li and |Li| to denote the number of items of Li. An item
can be an integer, a string or any other data structure provided
that a total order relationship can be derived. For reference,
Table I shows a set of symbols that will be used throughout
this paper.

Definition 1 (Sorted List): Given a list Li, Li is said to be
a sorted list if and only if: ∀m,n, 1 ≤ m < n ≤ |Li|, Li[m] ≤
Li[n].

For the ease of presentation, we assume that any list men-
tioned in this paper is a sorted list, formalized by Definition
1, and there is no duplication in any list. Dealing with non-
ordered list is beyond the scope of this paper. Given a set of
lists, our objective is to extract the common items that appear
in all lists.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In this section, we first give a basic algorithm, MergeAll
[1], to solve our problem. Then, we present our two proposed
algorithms, MergeSkip and MergeESkip.

A. Existing Work: MergeAll

1) An Example: Assume there exist 4 lists shown in Figure
1. MergeAll begins by selecting the first items of four lists
(L = {L1, L2, L3, L4}), which are 2, 3, 80, 5. Since 2 is the
item with the minimum value, we discard 2 of list L1 and look
at its next item, 5. Now, the current item of list L2, 3, has the
minimum value. As a result, we discard 3 of list L2, and move
to its next item, 6. Now, items of lists L1 and L4, have the
minimum value, 5. Similarly, we discard items, 5’s, of both L1

and L4, and move to the next items, 8 and 20, respectively. At
each step, we choose items with the minimum value, and move
to their next items. At the time when we reach the 7th of L1,
6th of L2, 2nd of L3, 5th of L4, we come across the common
item, 100, and insert it to the result. Having dispensed with
100’s, we move to items 400 of L1, 300 of L2, 150 of L3,

Algorithm 1: MergeAll(L)
input : L: A set of lists
output: R: Common items of L
initialize an array pos with size |L|;1

for i← 1 to |L| do2

pos[i]← 1;3

while TRUE do4

if L1[pos[1]] = L2[pos[2]] = . . . = LL[pos[L]] then5

R← R ∪ L1[pos[1]];6

for i← 1 to |L| do7

if pos[i] = |Li| then return R;8

pos[i]← pos[i] + 1;9

else10

min← Min (L1[pos[1]], . . . , LL[pos[L]]);11

foreach Li ∈ L do12

if Li[pos[i]] = min then13

if pos[i] = |Li| then return R;14

pos[i]← pos[i] + 1;15

300 of L4. We repeat selecting items with minimum value, and
moving to their next items. At the point when we reach items
400 of L1, 350 of L2, 800 of L3, 800 of L4, since 350 of L2

has the minimum value, we move to its next item. However,
L2 is now exhausted, and we know there are no more items,
belonging to the result.

2) Description of MergeAll: The details of MergeAll are
described in Algorithm 1. We first initialize an array pos to
store positions of current items (lines 1–3). If values of current
items are equal (line 5), then we insert the item to the result
set (line 6) and all of the lists will be advanced to the next
item (lines 7–9). Notice that if any of lists is exhausted, then
it is safe to return the result R (line 8). If values of the current
items are not all equal, then we will identify items with the
minimum value (line 11), and only those lists of which current
items with values are equal to the minimum value will be
advanced to the next items (line 12–15). The whole process
continues until any of the lists is exhausted (lines 4–15).

In order to compare with our proposed algorithms later,
Figure 2 shows the number of iterations and the number of
scans using the dataset in Example 1. The algorithm terminates
in the 19th iteration and the number of scanned items is 29.

B. Proposed Work 1: MergeSkip

In algorithm MergeAll, at each iteration, we choose items
with the minimum value and move to their next items. We
need to scan each list sequentially. Clearly, before any of the
lists is exhausted for being scanned, items of each list are
accessed one by one continuously. We cannot skip any of
the items. Moreover, identifying the minimum key requires
comparisons among items of all lists at each iteration. This
is also a time consuming process. In order to improve the
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2 ← iteration 1
5 ← iteration 2
8 ← iteration 4

12 ← iteration 6
50 ← iteration 8
80 ← iteration 11
100 ← iteration 13
400 ← iteration 14

3 ← iteration 1
6 ← iteration 3
9 ← iteration 5

12 ← iteration 7
80 ← iteration 8

100 ← iteration 13
300 ← iteration 14
350 ← iteration 17

80 ← iteration 1
100 ← iteration 13
150 ← iteration 14
200 ← iteration 15
320 ← iteration 16
800 ← iteration 18

5 ← iteration 1
20 ← iteration 4
34 ← iteration 9
56 ← iteration 10
100 ← iteration 12
300 ← iteration 14
800 ← iteration 17

Fig. 2. Number of iterations and scans in Example 1 by using MergeAll. The algorithm terminates at Iteration 19 and 29 items are scanned.
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Fig. 3. Number of iterations and scans in Example 1 by using MergeSkip. The algorithm terminates at Iteration 5 and 14 items are scanned.

performance, we develop an algorithm MergeSkip based on
the following observation:

Observation 1: Given any iteration of MergeAll, let min-
Value and maxValue be the minimum value and maximum
value of current items of all lists, respectively. Then, an item
with value greater than or equal to minValue and strictly
smaller than maxValue cannot be a common item.

1) A Motivating Example: Let us consider the set of lists
in Figure 1 again. At the first iteration, we move to the first
items of each lists, which are 2, 3, 80 and 5 and figure out the
item with the maximum value, 80, from list L3. According to
Observation 1, items with values less than 80 cannot be in the
common items. At the second iteration, we can immediately
move to the item 80 of L1 (position 6), item 80 of L2 (position
5) and item 100 of L4 (position 5). As a result, ideally, we
can skip 10 items. The whole process continues until any one
of the lists is exhausted. Figure 3 shows the general idea of
this algorithm. Ideally, the total number of iterations is only
5, and the total number of items we need to scan is only 14,
which are both much fewer than these of MergeAll.

2) Description of MergeSkip: The details of MergeSkip
are described in Algorithm 2. The main difference between
MergeAll and MergeSkip is shown in lines 11 – 15. If values
of the current items are not all equal, then we will calculate
the maximum value (maxValue) among the current items of
all lists (line 11). For each list Li, if the value of its current
item is not equal to maxValue, then we will issue a binary
search from the current position pos[i] to the end of list Li,
and identify the first item of Li with its value greater than
or equal to maxValue (lines 13–14). If values of all items of
Li are less than maxValue, then we stop the algorithm and
immediately return R (line 15). The whole process continues
until any one of the lists is exhausted (lines 4–15).

3) Discussion of MergeSkip: Comparing with MergeAll,
MergeSkip offers a major advantage that items of the lists with
their values less than maxValue are skipped at each iteration.
This advantange is obvious if the overlap among all lists is low.

Algorithm 2: MergeSkip(L)
input : L: a set of lists
output: R: Common items in L
initialize an array pos with size |L|;1

for i← 1 to |L| do2

pos[i]← 1 ;3

while TRUE do4

if L1[pos[1]] = L2[pos[2]] = . . . = LL[pos[L]] then5

R← R ∪ L1[pos[1]];6

for i← 1 to |L| do7

if pos[i] = |Li| then return R;8

pos[i]← pos[i] + 1;9

else10

maxValue ← Max (L1[pos[1]], . . . , LL[pos[L]]);11

foreach Li ∈ L do12

if Li[pos[i]] �= maxValue then13

biSearch (Li,&pos[i], |Li|,maxValue);14

if pos[i] = −1 then return R;15

However, if all lists are very similar, using the binary search
cannot derive too much benifit. In order to tackle this issue,
we slightly modify the binary search based on the observation
that in most cases, the item, which we try to search of each list
Li, is actually near the current position pos[i]. Thus, we try
to shrink the search range which begins from pos[i] to |Li|.
The modified binary search is conducted as follows:

We first check the item at position pos[i] of Li. If the value
of the item is not less than maxKey, then this search of Li is
finished. Otherwise, we check the item at position pos[i] + 2.
If the value of the item is greater than maxKey, then we only
check the item at position pos[i]+1. Otherwise, we check the
item at position pos[i] + 4. Generally, at the j th (j ≥ 1) step
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, if we verify that the value of item at position pos[i] + 2j

is less than maxKey, then we issue a binary search begining
from pos[i] + 2j−1 + 1 to pos[i] + 2j − 1. The performance
can be improved as the search range is shrinked for the binary
search.

C. Proposed Work 2: MergeESkip

In this part, we develop another enhanced version of
MergeSkip, called MergeESkip, to solve our common items
extraction problem. As described in MergeSkip, at each itera-
tion, we select the item with the maximum value (maxValue)
such that at the next iteration we can skip items of the
other lists with their values less than maxValue. Notice that
maxValue does not change throughout the same iteration, i.e.
during the loop in lines 12 – 15 of Algorithm 2, maxValue
is always the same for the same iteration. In contrast, in
MergeESkip maxValue will be refined continuously even in
the same iteration. This will be more effective and efficient if
the distribution of values among the list is sparse.

1) A Motivating Example: Again, let us take an example,
which is shown in Figure 4, using the lists in Figure 1 before
we formally present the algorithm. We start by selecting the
first item, 2, of list L1 and set maxValue to 2. When we access
list L2, according to Observation 1, items with values less
than 2 are skipped. Thus, we select the first item 3 of L2, and
update maxValue to 3. Similarly, we move to the first item 80
of L3, and update maxValue to 80. When we access list L4,
we move to the item 100, which is the item at the 5th position,
and update maxValue to 100. Hence, the first four items of L4

are skipped. We continue the whole process until any one of
the lists is exhausted. Eventually, we only need to access 8
items and there are totally 4 iterations involved.

2) Description of MergeESkip: The details of algorithm
MergeESkip are described in Algorithm 3. We first set max-
Value as the value of the first item of L1 and set counter to
store how many current items of lists have the same value with
maxValue (lines 1 – 3). In the manner similar to Algorithm 2,
given a list Li, we issue a binary search to obtain the item
of Li with the minimum value among all items, whose values
are greater than or equal to maxValue (line 5). If any item
of Li has the value less than maxValue, then the algorithm
terminates, and the result R is returned immediately (line 6).
Otherwise, if the value of the current item of Li is greater than
maxValue, we update maxValue and reset counter immediately
(lines 7 – 9); otherwise, we increase the counter by 1 (line 13)
so as to denote how many number of items has values equal
to maxValue. If counter is equal to the number of lists (line
14), this implies current items of all lists have the same values
of maxValue. We therefore union maxValue into the result R,
and reset necessary parameters in lines 11 – 17, which is self-
explained. The whole process continues until any one of the
lists is exhausted (lines 4 – 18).

3) Further Discussion of MergeESkip: In MergeESkip,
taking different precedence of selecting lists can affect the
performance. Taking Figure 4 for example, if we take the first
item, 80, of L3 to access first, then 2 of L1, 3 of L2 can

Algorithm 3: MergeESkip(L)
input : L: a set of lists
output: R: Common Items in L
initialize an array pos with the size |L|;1

pos[1]← 1;2

maxValue ← L1[pos[1]]; counter← 1; i← 2;3

while TRUE do4

biSearch (Li,&pos[i], |Li|, maxValue);5

if pos[i] = −1 then return R ;6

if Li[pos[i]] > maxValue then7

maxValue ← Li[pos[i]];8

counter← 1;9

else10

counter← counter + 1;11

if counter = |L| then12

R← R∪ maxValue;13

if pos[i] = |Li| then return R ;14

pos[i]← pos[i] + 1;15

maxValue ← Li[pos[i]];16

counter← 1;17

i← i = L ? 1 : i+ 1;18

be skipped, while these two items are accessed if we select
L1 and L2 first. Thus, several strategies to take precedence of
selecting lists can be adopted.

• Selection in a Token Ring Method: As described in the
previous part, we always take the next list to refine
maxV alue. If we reach the last list, then the first list
is taken as the next list;

• Random Selection: We randomly select list as the next
list to refine maxV alue;

• Selection by Size of List: We select the list, which has
the minimum length beginning from the current position
to the end of the list.

• Selection by Statistical Information: We select the next
list according to some statistical information of the list,
which can be updated during the access.

In this paper, we apply strategy 1 to algorithm MergeESkip.
Studying other strategies will be regarded as our future work.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experiment Setup

All experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel 2.0GHz
dual core CPU and 1GB memory under Ubuntu 8.04.2 operat-
ing system. All programs are implemented in C as in-memory
algorithms, with all lists loaded into memory before they are
run, and compiled using GCC 4.2.4. We use the following
commonly used real data set and two synthetic data sets. They
cover a wide range of distributions and application domains.

• DBLP: DBLP is a computer science bibliography web-
site1, where each article is taken as a record, including

1http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/
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Fig. 4. Number of iterations and scans in Example 1 using MergeESkip. The algorithm terminates at Iteration 3 after scanning List 2 and 8 items are
scanned.
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Fig. 6. Computational Time of Different Data Distributions

authors’ names, the title, and so on. In this paper, we
pre-construct the inverted index for the author’ name,
and randomly select ten inverted lists to figure out the
common items extraction. The statistic information of
such inverted lists is shown in Figure 5(a);

• Normal distribution with the same variance, but different
mean: We generate a set of lists, where items of each list
follow the normal distribution. For the first list, we set
parameters, mean (0) and variance (100). For any other
list, we set parameters, the same variance, but the mean
is equal to that of previous list plus an offset. We control
the overlap between these lists by the value: offset. An
example of this data set is shown in Figure 5(b);

• Normal distribution with the same mean, but different
variance: We generate a set of lists, where items of each
list follow normal distribution. For the first list, we set
parameters, mean (0) and variance (100). For any other
list, we set parameters, the same mean but the variance
is equal to that of previous list plus an offset. We control
the overlap between these lists by the value: offset. An
example of this data set is shown in Figure 5(c).

B. Effect of Data Distribution

We investigate the performance of identifying the common
items extraction problem on the two synthetic data sets, where
|L|=4 and ∀Li ∈ L, |Li|=1M, and plot the results in Figure 6.
We initialize the mean to 0, variance to 100, and set an offset
in {50,100,150,200,250} for both two data sets.

From Figure 6, we can observe that MergeESkip performs
the best, followed by MergeSkip, and MergeAll. To be spe-
cific, MergeESkip runs about 1.5 times faster than MergeSkip,
and MergeSkip runs 3–4 times faster than MergeAll. Compar-
ing with MergeSkip, MergeESkip reaches a item in a further
position of the list such that more number of items can be
skipped. Comparing with MergeAll, which scans items of
lists one by one continuously before any list is exhausted,
MergeSkip skips items, which cannot obvious be in the
common items. When the value of offset increases, which
means that the overlap across lists becomes smaller, all three
algorithms run much faster. The reason that the efficiency of
MergeAll improves is that some list finishes being scanned at
a earlier time when the overlap decreases (notice that the size
of all lists is 1M). For both MergeSkip and MergeSkip, when
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Fig. 9. The Number of Comparisons by Effect of Number of Lists

the overlap decreases, the ability of skip becomes much more
powerful.

In order to further illustrate the advantage that this skip
strategy brings, we count the number of comparisons in each
algorithm, which is shown in Figure 7. We can observe that,
basically, no matter what the distribution is, the trend of com-
putational time is in accordance with the trend of the number
of comparisons, which demonstrates the computational time
is dependent on the number of comparisons.

C. Effect of Number of Lists

We study the performance of identifying the common items
extraction problem on the real data set and the synthetic data
set 2, where |L| in {2,4,6,8,10} and ∀Li ∈ L, |Li|=1M, and
plot the results in Figure 8. In the synthetic data set, we
initialize the mean to 0, variance to 100, and offset to 100.

Still, MergeESkip performs the best, followed by
MergeSkip and MergeAll. When the number of lists
increases, the computational time of the algorithms increases

linearly, and the gaps between MergeAll and MergeSkip,
MergeSkip and MergeESkip become larger. The reason for
MergeAll is that we need to access items of the new added
lists. For MergeSkip and MergeAll, although new lists are
added, more number of items of old lists can be skipped,
since maxV alue may be refined in the new added lists, and
items of new lists can be skipped as well. We also count the
number of comparisons in each algorithm, which is shown
in Figure 9. We can observe that, the trend of computational
time is in accordance with that of the number of comparisons.

D. Effect of Size of Lists

We measure the performance of identifying the common
items extraction problem on the synthetic data set 1, where
|L| = 4 and ∀Li ∈ L, |Li| in {1M, 2M, 3M, 4M,5M}, and
plot the results in Figure 10(a). In synthetic data set 1, we
initialize the mean to 0, variance to 100, and offset to 100.

From the figure, we can observe that MergeESkip performs
the best, followed by MergeSkip and MergeAll. When the
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Fig. 10. Effect of Size of Lists

size of each list increases, the computational time of the
algorithms increases linearly. However, when the size of each
list increases, the gaps between MergeAll and MergeSkip,
MergeSkip and MergeESkip keep the same. This finding
shows that when the size of the list increases, the power of skip
keeps nearly the same for the same data distribution. We also
count the number of comparisons in each algorithm, which
is shown in Figure 10(b). We can observe that, the trend of
computational time is in accordance with that of the number
of comparisons as well.

V. RELATED WORK

Common items extraction problem is widely applied not
only in the database community, but also in many other
communities of the computer science.

In database community, the common items extraction prob-
lem has been studied in [1], [8], [9], [10]. In [1], they propose
an algorithm to perform join operation on two ordered lists (it
can also be extended and applied to multiple ordered lists,
which is described by MergeAll algorithm). Our proposed
algorithms are based on their proposed algorithm and are more
efficient because of the skip technique. In [8], [10], [9], they
focus on the problem of how to efficiently figure out items,
appearing in a given number of lists, rather than all the lists,
which has different motivations with ours.

Common items extraction problem is also studied in [11],
[12], [13]. In [11], [12], Hollaar studies how to construct a
specialized processor to speed up the calculation of common
items from the instruction level of CPU. In [13], Stellhorn
describes a specialized computer system, which is capable of
performing common items extraction, which takes information
retrieval as application scenario, in hardware. This architecture
can derive significant improvement of performance. Different
from the previous work, we focus on the efficiency of the
common items extraction problem by decreasing the number
of comparisons as many as possible.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of identifying a set of
common items that appear in all of the sorted lists efficiently.
Existing work, which handles this problem, needs to scan the
items of all lists until any one of the lists is exhausted for being
scanned. In this paper, we propose two algorithms, MergeSkip

and MergeESkip, that try to solve this problem by taking the
idea of skipping as many items of lists as possible. Based
on this skip strategy, a large number of comparisons among
items of lists can be saved, and the efficiency is improved.
We conduct a set of comprehensive experiments on a real
dataset and two large-scale synthetic datasets. The results
demonstrate that our proposed approaches are effective and
efficient especially when the overlap across all lists is not high.
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